
AA t the twilight of the
twentieth century, the
market for
biopharmaceutical
manufacturing systems

was growing steadily but still had
not realized the huge potential that
many investors had hoped it would
reach. Existing in an environment of
uncertain regulatory requirements
and rapidly changing technologies
for genetic manipulation, the
bioprocess equipment manufacturing
industry originated from both
speculative ventures of early
entrepreneurs and business overtures
by established manufacturers seeking
new growth markets. It experienced

the normal growing pains associated
with new technologies: poor cash
flow, intense competition, and steep
learning curves. 

As the infant biotechnology
industry matured, so did its
requirements for equipment
suppliers evolve. Procurement
relationships that were once direct
transactions between scientists,
operators, and equipment
manufacturers are now interspersed
and layered through other
stakeholders: central engineering,
validation, procurement, regulatory
compliance, architecture and
engineering firms, consultants, and
construction managers. The
understanding and the appreciation

of the regulatory impact on
equipment engineering and
manufacture has also grown, and
recent years have produced fledgling
initiatives to standardize design
requirements for bioprocess
equipment (see the “Standards”
box). Equipment owners and
vendors alike have slowly come to
realize that GMP-compliant
bioprocess systems are more than
just elegant assemblies of stainless
steel but have significant automation
and paper components as well. This
too is regulatory driven because
process control and documentation
are critical to the mission of
biopharmaceutical equipment. 
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Today, most equipment owners
expect the same level of quality
control to be applied to automation
development as they require for
piping and equipment fabrication.
Life-cycle documentation on the
hardware/software design and
development is a validation necessity.
It is considered an essential
component of the system deliverable
because there is no other way to
assure the performance and
compliance of process controls, data
acquisition, and electronic signatures.
As with biologic products
themselves, quality can not be tested
into software. Only a decade ago,
most equipment documentation
packages consisted of a brief owner’s
manual, some general design
drawings, and whatever literature
came along with the purchased
components — all piled into a
cardboard box that was shipped
along with the “real” deliverable. In
contrast, most contemporary
turnover packages contain very
detailed documentation to support
installation and operation
qualification (IQ and OQ), with
multiple copies for all of the project
stakeholders. It amounts to at least
an order of magnitude increase in the
volume and significance of the paper
delivered with a bioprocess system.

So what value is there in
understanding the heritage of the
bioprocess equipment industry?
Precisely this: The key to successful
procurement of process equipment
for a biopharmaceutical
manufacturing facility is in correctly

anticipating and
compensating for the
difficulties that such
suppliers encounter
in the execution of their contracts.
Both industries are still in their
adolescence. Equipment
manufacturers struggle to serve a
business sector with much variation
between requirements for
established multinational
pharmaceutical firms and small
biotechnology startups. They are
experiencing business growth cycles
with increasing wavelength and
amplitude. Casualties have occurred
along the way, but for every failed
supplier two new competitors arise
to take its place. In general, such
competition is healthy for the
marketplace. But for those who
need to procure equipment for a
new biopharmaceutical facility, it is
important to recognize that at any
given time the industry contains a
number of equipment manufacturers
that are inexperienced, distressed, or
over capacity. 

That said, most equipment
manufacturers can and do perform
well if they are correctly managed.
Several common mistakes frequently
compound the difficulties
experienced in procuring bioprocess
equipment. These errors are all
avoidable, hence the title of this
paper. My intent is to identify seven
pitfalls that are dangerous to the
success or failure of bioprocess
equipment sourcing and then
suggest strategies to avoid or
mitigate such hazards.

THE BROAD BRUSH APPROACH

Painters use a broad brush for
economy of application: Such a
brush holds more paint and can be
more easily applied to a larger
surface area than a narrow brush.
The problem with a broad brush is
that it does not discriminate, so it is
unsuitable for delicate work or
where multiple surface coatings and
colors are required. 

Similarly, many biotherapeutic
projects suffer from a “broad-
brush” mentality when sourcing
process equipment. This happens
when bioprocessing equipment is
treated just like any other piece of
equipment in a facility without
regard for its impact on the
product. Problems can result from
failure to conduct a proper impact
assessment as part of the master
validation plan at the beginning of
the project or from failure to
communicate the implications of
equipment process impact to those
responsible for interacting with
equipment vendors. 

Two Possible Outcomes can result
from the broad-brush approach:

•Inadequate attention to critical
bioprocess systems causes excessive
change orders, project delays, and a
long and painful validation process.

•Every system is treated as if it
were critical to the process, resulting
in unnecessary expense.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

The following are a few selected international standards
for biopharmaceutical equipment sourcing.

ASME BPE-2002 (1)
www.asmeny.org/catalog/html/catgcs.htm

ISPE Baseline Pharmaceutical Engineering Guides
www.ispe.org/pubs/guidelines.htm

GAMP4: Good Automated Manufacturing Practice Guide
for Validation of Automated Systems in Pharmaceutical
Manufacture
www.ispe.org/pubs/gampguide.htm

FFiigguurree 11:: Bioprocess equipment sourcing is a critical piece of
the regulatory puzzle that must come together for full
compliance.
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By definition, almost all
bioprocess equipment is directly
involved in the manufacturing
process and thus is a “critical” piece
of the regulatory puzzle that must
come together for full compliance
(Figure 1). In addition, most
bioprocess equipment at production
scale is custom-designed for the
particular process and set of user
requirements. Consequently, such

systems are not subject to the
product development life cycles
usually associated with equipment
produced in large volumes.
Engineering economy is achieved by
identifying a past standard or
previously built system to use as a
basis and then modifying its design
to match the current project
requirements. Vendors tend to carry
extraneous design details over into
each successive project. 

No Two the Same: The first step
toward enlightenment comes in
recognizing that bioprocess
equipment is unique in many ways
and thus should be treated differently
from other plant equipment. When
developing a sourcing strategy for
such equipment, you’ll find that risk
avoidance is usually as big a factor as
capital cost. This affects the entire
sourcing process: supplier
qualification, project planning,
specifications, purchasing, expediting,
and commissioning. So a broad-
brush approach is not appropriate for
sourcing equipment in
biopharmaceutical facilities. The
remaining six pitfalls that follow are
merely specific indications of a failure
to acknowledge this basic principle.

LEGISLATING PERFORMANCE

A common approach seen in
sourcing bioprocess equipment is
trying to construct an airtight bid
specification and contract that
prescribes an A-to-Z list of
requirements for system quality,
design, and manufacture. The
unspoken assumption behind this
approach is that high quality
performance can be imparted
through contract language. In fact,
the best equipment bid packages are
virtually useless if a vendor is
incapable of making the product.
Such contracts are good only as
legal fodder. 

This is not to say that a
thorough, accurate, and complete
bid specification is not a good idea.
But bioprocess equipment
procurement involves some subtle
industry-specific requirements easily
underestimated by suppliers that are
used to working outside of the
sector. In such situations, no amount
of exquisite technical specification
and legal jargon will assure an
unqualified supplier’s contract
performance. Some form of supplier
prequalification is essential. The time
and energy imparted should be
applied with due consideration of
the project size, novelty of user
requirements, process impact, and
schedule (sole-sourcing is sometimes
a rational choice). 

SUMMARY AUDIT SCOPE FOR UNFAMILIAR VENDORS

Company Size, Structure and
Organization: Look at financial and
management stability, support for
the quality function, staff turnover,
and the relationship between labor
and management.

Personnel Qualifications and Training:
Are the people who are actually
building the equipment qualified to
do so?

Product and Services History: Get
references from clients that have
purchased a similar scope for
completed projects.

Quality Management System: Quality
system status and implementation,
third party certifications, and
subvendor qualification
requirements.

Project and Quality Planning: Often a
weak link, a written project and

quality plan can be a great asset
when sourcing custom equipment.

Project Methodologies and Tools:
Review approach to scheduling and
change control, owner review and
approval, and project status
reporting.

Engineering: Review the vendor’s use
of computer tools and industry
standards, life-cycle software
development policy, testing
strategies, and records.

Manufacturing Facility and Methods:
Look at facility ceiling clearance,
lifting capacity, security, and safety;
procedures and resources for
fabrication (with particular attention
to material control, welding and
polishing); and use of
subcontractors.

Flowchart: Figure 2

FFiigguurree 22:: Supplier audit flowchart
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When auditing a supplier of
bioprocess equipment, the key
qualification to look for is a proven
track record with equipment of
similar scope, scale, and process
impact. Somebody had to be the
guinea pig for a vendor to obtain
bioprocess equipment experience in
the first place, but you need not
volunteer for that role. It requires a
significant procurement driver and a
company prepared to invest the extra
effort in project management, design
review, commissioning, and
qualification anticipated to bring
that supplier up to speed. Otherwise,
see Figure 2 for recommendations
regarding scope when dealing with
unfamiliar vendors.

RUSHING THE FRONT-END

The most common mistake made in
sourcing biopharmaceutical
equipment is in rushing to cut a
purchase order before the
equipment scope is fully defined.
This usually ends up wasting more
time than it saves and costing more
money as well. A thorough and
effective competitive bid process
takes time — for several cycles of
vendor responses and owner
decisions. If the time allotted for
competitive bids and accurate bid
analysis is insufficient, it is better to
identify a proven vendor and sole-
source the equipment. A good
project execution plan will include
ample time for the following:

•Proper scope definition
•Supplier qualification
•Vendor preaward meetings (a

great opportunity to identify holes

in your bid specification and get free
advice on performance improvement
options and cost-saving alternatives)

•Preparation of supplier
proposals

•Bid analysis
•Vendor postaward meetings (to

fine-tune scope of supply and cost
options).

It is extremely difficult to achieve
a true “apples-to-apples”
comparison of custom bioprocess
equipment bids. Every vendor takes
a different approach to economizing
the design and manufacturing
process and so will take exception to

bid requirements that it considers
nonessential (and that will make the
proposal less competitive). It is
helpful in such circumstances to
identify up front which user
purchase requirements are essential
and which are on the “wish list.” It
is also quite useful to require a
uniform bid format (in both scope
of supply and breakout pricing) to
facilitate the direct comparison of
vendor quotes. Bidding instructions
and formats should include a
uniform provision for each vendor
to clearly communicate intended
exceptions and clarifications to the
bid specification.

Bioprocess systems often involve
some very significant variations in
vendor interpretation of the
specification requirements for
steam-in-place (SIP) and clean-in-
place (CIP) operations. Specification
of the process and automation
interface with companion
equipment (produced by other
vendors) also contributes to
frequent supplier misunder-

A significant
discrepancy in
equipment value
totals should be a
red flag.
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standings. The scope can be clarified
by including a basic piping and
instrumentation diagram (P&ID) in
the equipment bid package. In
addition, it is a good idea to ask for
vendor P&IDs as part of their
proposals. That will communicate
their understanding of the
equipment scope far better than any
text description, and it can provide a
head start for engineering upon
award of the contract. If the vendor

does not agree to produce a
preaward P&ID, a valve count can
be requested at minimum. If a
significant discrepancy shows up in
equipment value totals, that should
be a red flag indicating a need for
further investigation before making
the purchase decision.

Stakeholder Involvement: One
other front-end aspect is commonly
neglected: involvement of all project
stakeholders (especially those
responsible for validation) in the

planning process from the
beginning. The time to identify new
supplier requirements is not after
delivery or even midproject. A
project execution plan should
include early stakeholder
involvement to provide a mechanism
for any input that will affect the
equipment specification process.

THE 256-PAGE SPECIFICATION

Government procurement
specifications are notorious for their
obscurity and excess. Huge
specification documents have been
created that cross-reference dozens
of other huge documents, and so
on. Who reads these things in their
entirety? No one. Bidders have a
variety of strategies for dealing with
such bureaucracy, many of which
involve planning to make up profit
on scope changes and bidding high
to cover the added risk.
Bureaucracies produce such
monstrosities because they want to
eliminate risk. Unfortunately, some
biopharmaceutical projects have
succumbed to this way of doing
things partly because they are in a
high-risk business to begin with.

The irony of such situations is
that monster specs do not remove
risk but add to it instead. More
paper is not necessarily better — and
serves only to justify higher billings
by engineering firms. In practice, it
is far more difficult to produce a
specification that is short and
succinct because doing so requires
good document organization and
very system-specific wording.
Monster specs, in contrast, add risk
by creating multiple (and often
contradictory) specification
redundancies within the document.
They add risk by cross-referencing to
other general specifications that are
largely not applicable. They add risk
by burdening vendors with the task
of sorting it all out (increasing the
likelihood that key requirements will
never reach the people actually
designing and building the
equipment). 

Monster specs also add cost.
They add project management and
contract administration costs
because someone on the owner

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING A VENDOR

When selecting a vendor for
bioprocess equipment, the
following points are useful to
consider.

Reputation and References: “Track
record” for similar systems,
regulatory compliance, and project
delivery (talk with people who have
recently dealt with the company)

Design and Fabrication Capabilities:
Facility capacity, in-house
fabrication, outsourced vendor
reliability, and the piping and
automation design team’s familiarity
with GMP requirements

Systems Specific Expertise: Familiarity
with equipment function and
operations at desired scale; ability
to customize; percentage of
business dedicated to the
biopharmaceutical sector (can they

showcase a similar completed
project?)

Schedule, Shop Loading, and Backlog:
What delivery is promised?  What
delivery can be reasonably
expected? Look at what is likely to
be in fabrication at the same time
as your equipment, not what is on
the shop floor now.

Project and Quality Management
Systems: Vendor audit findings can
be used to flag potential trouble
spots and assess comparative risk.
Evaluate the project team.

Service and Support: Vendor
availability after delivery, service
organization, location of nearest
service office

Price: installed cost

FFiigguurree 33:: Sourcing options for biopharmaceutical process equipment
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team must determine what the true
purchase requirements are. They
add cost by making it difficult for
vendors to price jobs accurately,
leading to underestimates that
produce strained supplier
relationships and ultimately schedule
delays. They add cost when
equipment design details are
dictated without regard to vendor
operations, standards, or efficiencies. 

That last difficulty stems from
specifying form instead of function. If
a specific design feature is important,
then include it. Otherwise, it is wise
to focus on system functional and
performance requirements in the bid
specification and allow vendors to
identify the most efficient designs to
achieve them. 

The Request for Proposal: Even for
the most complex and critical of
systems, a bid package need not be
so intimidating that it is
counterproductive. A good request
for proposal contains five essential
elements: technical specifications
and datasheets, project execution
requirements, list of deliverables,
instructions on bid format, and
commercial terms. Within that
framework, every effort should be
made to make the technical
specifications correct, unambiguous,
complete, consistent, modifiable,
verifiable, and traceable.

Until now, the implicit
assumption behind this discussion
has been that an equipment supplier
is responsible for delivering a turn-
key packaged system: a complete
package that includes all the tasks
necessary to implement a validated

process system ready for GMP
production. That is the dream job
of every equipment manufacturer,
but it is rarely the reality. Most
projects involve both third-party
sources and in-house resources to
provide tasks such as passivation,
installation rigging, on-site
assembly, data acquisition, utility
connections, piping insulation,
source inspections, project
management, commissioning, and
qualification. For various reasons,
owners may choose to split the
scope of their equipment and source
subsystems from multiple suppliers;
or they may choose to “stick-build”
a system (assemble the piping and
equipment on site). Packaged
equipment procurement brings all
the advantages of having a single
responsible source. Split-scope and
stick-built systems offer greater
control over design and facility
integration (Figure 3).

Regardless of the shape or size of
the equipment specification, the
scope of supplier deliverables must
be defined clearly. Poor scope
definition can take two forms: a
specification that is simply
incomplete, and a comprehensive
specification that fails to define the
deliverables of each supplier
adequately. The second error is as
common as the first. 

SPENDING A LOT TO SAVE A LITTLE

When the time comes to make a
purchase decision, many make the

mistake of basing their sourcing
decisions upon equipment price
alone instead of installed cost. The
true installed cost is difficult to
ascertain because it incorporates
additional hard and soft expenses.
Some obvious “hard costs” must be
considered, such as equipment
utility requirements, accessories,
passivation, spare parts, installation,
packaging, and shipping. But the
“soft costs” can drive projects to the
brink of failure: expenses derived
from schedule delays, added
contract administration and project
management, expediting, change
orders, legal fees, added
commissioning, and qualification
burden. Although an undeniable
degree of subjectivity is associated
with such judgments, attempting to
compare the price and installed cost
of proposed equipment is well
worth the effort. When selecting a
vendor for bioprocess equipment,
the points listed in the “Selecting a
Vendor” box are useful to consider.

In most cases, some parts of
equipment cost and scope are
negotiable. One mistake that many
buyers make is to begin negotiation
too late (after a purchase decision is
already made) and then negotiate
for price discounts alone. Each
contact with the vendor provides an
opportunity to identify what is most
valued by the supplier and thus
negotiate more favorable terms. And
favorable terms are not just those
that are financially attractive, but

FFiigguurree 44:: The impact of project timing

Many purchasers
make the mistake
of basing their
sourcing decisions
upon equipment
price alone —
instead of installed
cost.
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also those that lead to the best
performance of the supplier. 

One way to address the issue is
by tying key progress payments to
those project benchmarks
anticipated to be most difficult for a
vendor to achieve on schedule.
Contract penalty clauses can be
useful as well, but only when they
are regarded as a means to get the
vendor to prioritize your equipment
completion relative to other work,
not as a means to collect penalty
fees. (The cost of delay is usually far
more than penalty payments,
anyway.) That strategy is most
effective when coupled with an
incentive payment for early delivery. 

Finally, negotiate to add value,
not to reduce price. It is often easier
to get a vendor to add services than
to cut prices. The vendor company
has a payroll to meet regardless of
what is purchased, so it will be
easier to negotiate for deliverables
regarded as overhead rather than
direct costs.

SHOP AND GO:
CATALOG PROCUREMENT

The job of sourcing bioprocess
systems is far from complete with
creation of a purchase order. A
good vendor will continue to
involve the customer through
ongoing design reviews and
ultimately through a factory
acceptance test (FAT). Under ideal
circumstances (a qualified vendor
with low backlog, a system
requiring minimal customization, a
clear and unchanging project scope,
and a generous schedule) this effort
should be enough. However, most
projects are far from ideal.
Equipment owners are wise to
budget resources to closely monitor
vendor performance throughout the
project lifecycle — either in the
form of in-house personnel or an
outsourced owner’s representative.
Ultimately, someone representing
the owner’s interests should accept
lead responsibility for
communication with the vendor and
execution of the design review,
vendor status reporting, and
acceptance testing. 

A proven principle of project
management, as Figure 4 illustrates,
states that the cost of scope change
increases exponentially as a project
timeline progresses (2). Likewise, the
opportunity to recover a project
schedule also diminishes with each
passing day. A prudent equipment
leader will recognize this principle
and do everything in his or her
power to move the scope definition
and critical task completion earlier in
the schedule. It is wise to insist on

seeing a vendor’s manufacturing
schedule up front. That schedule can
be used to identify key engineering
and fabrication benchmarks so
inspection visits can be coordinated
with critical junctures in the
equipment manufacturing process. 

The purpose of such visits is not
to relieve the equipment supplier of
responsibility for project
management, status reporting, or
quality control. Rather, it is to verify
that vendor performance is timed to
allow remedial action in the event of
a design, quality, or schedule
problem. Most supplier
performance problems are identified
too late to do anything about them.
Under such circumstances, further
expediting measures become an
exercise in damage control. It is far
more prudent to invest in adequate
vendor management so problems
can be identified early enough to
avoid costly changes and delays. 

INTIMIDATION SOURCING

Even the best-managed projects
sometimes go awry. What options
are left when an equipment supplier
is clearly heading for disaster? The
most common (and least
appropriate) response is to resort to
“intimidation sourcing.” In practice,
coerced performance by vendor
bullying will rarely produce more
than short-term gains. This tactic is
usually coupled with a team of on-
site project personnel attempting to
micromanage the supplier’s
operation. Its most pronounced
effects will be to confuse the
vendor’s manufacturing personnel
and poison the supplier relationship.
Finger-pointing between the vendor
and other project suppliers is not far
behind. 

A Better Strategy: When it
becomes clear that a vendor is
unable to deliver according to the
contract requirements, it is time to
convene a meeting of all project
stakeholders. The first item that
should be on the agenda is to face
the music. It is time to recognize
the likely outcome and plan
accordingly — time to fix the
problem, not place the blame. A
new project plan may be in order. 

FFiigguurree 55:: Management by benchmark requires tracking originally scheduled and forecasted
completion dates for each task.
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After that, meet with the
supplier’s senior management to
agree on a recovery plan and
delivery schedule that all parties see
as realistic. The owner should insist
on a plan in writing, with several
identified critical and measurable
benchmarks (Figure 5) that can be
used to monitor future
performance. The objective is to
induce better vendor management
by establishing a series of smaller
and more easily achieved goals,
thereby introducing supplier
accountability without hostility. If
that does not work, the only
remaining options are to threaten
legal action or pull the work to
another supplier, but such tactics
always should be a last resort.

THE VALUE OF VENDOR PARTNERING

Successful biopharmaceutical
equipment sourcing involves more
than just avoiding pitfalls. It starts
by regarding suppliers as partners,
not adversaries. So it is appropriate
to conclude this discussion with
seven tips for establishing a vendor
partnership.

1. Treat bioprocess equipment
supplier staff like critical members of
the project team (which, in fact,
they are).

2. Involve vendors early in the
specification process. Incorporate
vendor expertise into bid
specifications (for free). This jump-
starts a potential partnering
relationship by communicating to
the vendor company that its input is
valued.

3. Determine likely failure modes
for your supplier, and adopt a
sourcing strategy that will
encourage success.

4. Identify the supplier’s true
organizational chart (not necessarily
the same as the paper version). Find
the people in that organization who
will listen to you and can get things
done.

5. Establish a personal connection
with those people who can get
things done.

6. Look for opportunities to give
something back. Sooner or later, the
vendor is likely to ask for something
that does not meet the letter of the

contract but that would cost the
owner little. Such concessions build
goodwill and pay off when you need
to ask the favor in return.

7. Aim for a mutually beneficial
relationship. In every situation, look
for an acceptable solution that
allows you to achieve key project
objectives, allows the vendor to
make a reasonable profit, and allows
both parties to walk away with
reputations untarnished. 

True supplier partnership is
achievable, but it requires a
commitment to treating vendors
with scrupulous fairness and respect.
Those who wish to avoid the pitfalls
of biopharmaceutical equipment
sourcing need to start here. Other
problems and opportunities will
present themselves along the way,
but it always helps to have allies in
the supplier’s corner. 
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